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Vehicle ID Solutions
Vehicle identity is critical in protecting revenue and the safety of citizens and law enforcement. 
OpSec provide a wide range of optical security solutions for vehicle identification. With OpSec’s 
sophisticated security features and proven expertise in the vehicle sector, we are uniquely 
positioned to provide solutions to governments for this vital function. 

OpSec is proven as a trusted partner in meeting government vehicle identification demands. 
Our global vehicle protection solutions combine world class technology deployment with 
rugged durability and dependability.

OpSec’s SecureETag® and Secure Windshield Decal products enable governments to better 
collect taxes, enforce laws, and protect their citizens from fraudulent activity.

OpSec Technology
OpSec is a leading global supplier of vehicle identity and authentication solutions that enable 
governments to protect their revenues and ensure the safety of products entering their 
jurisdictional boundaries.

Our vehicle ID solutions utilize multi-layered security including:

• Overt optical technologies, such as high-security print and advanced holography

• Covert and forensic technologies, from serialized latent images to micro text 

• Digital technologies, including state-of-the-art track and trace systems with 24/7 online 
data access enabling real time, trusted information.
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SecureETag®

In most US states, temporary license plates make life easier for 
those buying a vehicle and taking it out of a dealership. Printed 
on cardboard or paper, temporary license plates are positioned 
where standard plates are placed and provide proof of short-
term registration and legal vehicle ownership.

The temporary vehicle registration system continues to be 
placed under increased scrutiny due to the limited security of 
many practices. Handwritten temporary tags have no security 
features and can therefore be easily counterfeited by criminals.  
As a result, governments lose revenue, and organized criminals 
can fraudulently sell motor vehicles and gain unauthorized use 
of our roads.

In 1996, the American Association of Motor Vehicles (AAMVA) 
adopted standards for temporary license plates. These 
standards included readability and durability recommendations, 
vehicle placement of the tag, and security features such as a 
visual holographic security marker and a protective laminate. 
AAMVA chose OpSec as the provider of the security features.

OpSec Security has pioneered SecureETag®, the industry’s 
only integrated print-on-demand, real-time information 
temporary tag solution. SecureETag® enables all authorized 
car dealerships, state offices, jurisdictions, and motor vehicle 
agencies to create and print secure temporary license plates 
that immediately link the vehicle to the operator. Sophisticated 
visual security is incorporated into the temporary tag through a 
uniquely serialized authenticable holographic seal. This enables 
vehicle dealerships to ensure that genuine vehicles are properly 
registered by combining a secure anti-counterfeit temporary 
tag with a complete real-time information system. 

SecureETag® markedly improves clarity and traceability for 
administrators, as it is made with the highest standard of 
optical security technology that is virtually impossible to tamper 
with or replicate. 

• Print On Demand 
OpSec SecureETag® provides authorized dealers with the 
ability to easily create secure temporary tags.

• Real-Time Information 
SecureETag® places the power of real-time information  
in the hands of law enforcement, revenue collection, and  
toll operators.

• Advanced Security 
By incorporating a highly secure hologram in the temporary 
tag, counterfeiting is virtually impossible, improving clarity 
and traceability for officers and creating a one document, 
one record confidence in the temporary tag.

• No Budgetary Impact  
With SecureETag®, there is no direct cost to the state. 
Authorized users purchase seals directly from OpSec  
and simply print temporary tags using existing printer 
setups. All services are included in the purchase of the 
security seals.

• Additional Revenue 
Title and registration fees, taxes, and toll collections  
are all evaded with fraudulent temporary tags. OpSec 
SecureETag® stops that fraud and enables governments  
to collect this revenue.

• Easy Implementation 
OpSec’s experienced team will fully manage the project and 
implementation. Projects can be designed to minimize any 
work required from state DMV resources.
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Secure Windshield Decals

OpSec’s range of secure windshield decals allow government 
authorities to provide secure visual confirmation of a range of 
vehicle identification requirements including:

• Emissions program details
• Road tax program details 
• Vehicle safety program details
• Authorized access/parking 

Available in either paper of polyester, our solutions offer 
governments: 

• Highly secure vehicle identification
• Confident authentication
• Strong tamper evidence
• Full traceability and accountability

Highly secure vehicle identification

OpSec’s vehicle identity solutions meet three key requirements 
that ensure the integrity of the windshield decal: easy 
identification, robust anti-counterfeit features, and complete 
traceability. OpSec’s holographic labels and films for windshield 
decals incorporate high security OVD anti-counterfeiting 
technology and personalized serialization for itemized tracking.   

Confident Authentication

OpSec continues to evolve our holographic technology platform, 
which is often combined with other security features to provide 
multi-layered protection from counterfeiting. Holograms remain 
a leading anti-counterfeit technology, enabling the end user 
to easily authenticate the label or foil, but making it extremely 
difficult for the counterfeiter to replicate.

Each windshield decal combines OVD security features  
and a unique identifier (UID) from OpSec Insight®, which can  
be quickly verified through mobile enforcement to support 
police investigations. 

Strong Tamper Evidence

OpSec has been producing holographic foils and laminates for 
nearly 40 years, and our fully-integrated coating technology 
has allowed us to remain at the forefront of hot stamping foil 
and cold transfer film developments. Our versatile foil range 
means we can work with all application machine types and 
with the variety of substrates and ink technologies used by 
security printers.

In addition to our range of foils and films, OpSec’s high-quality, 
tamper-evident labels provide overt, covert, and forensic 
optical security.

Full Traceability and Accountability

OpSec Insight® provides unique identifiers (including serial 
numbers, random codes, and combinations) that are embedded 
in the windshield decal for authentication and verification. 
These unique identifiers enable governments and organizations 
to identify and trace products through the manufacturing, 
distribution, and application process, while easily distinguishing 
between authentic and counterfeit goods.

By combining state of the art OVD security with OpSec 
Insight®, government officials can obtain the complete and 
detailed product distribution path to aid with investigations. 
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Interlaced EquinoxTM 

OpSec’s patented OVD exhibits a dramatic kinetic ‘black 
and white’ image switch, this provides strong overt 
security as a simple visual authentication feature.

Kinetic Two Channel Switch 

This technology provides a strong visual switch between 
the phoenix creature and star on vertical rotation  
movement of the OVD. The kinetic two channel switch  
is an instant authentication feature that is visible even  
in poor lighting conditions.

Serialization

A unique serial number supports track and trace for 
increased security and is available in both visible and  
UV fluorescing inks.

QR Code

The mobile enabled QR Code removes the need 
for proprietary reading devices. When read by any 
smartphone device authenticity can be determined.

Vehicle ID Security Features

OVERT COVERT

Micro Text 

200dpi micro text that reads ‘NATION OF UTOPIA’ 
created in a guilloche pattern around the central shield. 
With magnification, this micro text is easy to read  
and verify.  

Hoxels 

Using ultra-high precision control, unique checkerboard 
hoxels are micro-positioned to optimize the optical effect. 
When magnified, this provides a distinctive image with a 
highly complex forensic fingerprint that is easy to verify. 

Micro Text

Equinox™ Kinetic Two Channel Switch

Hoxels
Kinetic Two Channel Switch

Micro Text

Back of Decal:

*Other security features available.

UV Ink
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OpSec Security is the industry leader in providing high-security solutions to governments across the globe 
to better protect citizens, enforce laws, and enhance revenue. 

After decades of leadership in serving government agencies and security specialists, OpSec has earned  
a reputation as innovators in combining digital solutions with optical and material sciences. 

With our vehicle identification portfolio, OpSec delivers the most advanced technical solutions,  
so governments can be sure that their citizens, institutions, and revenues are safe and secure. 

For more information, visit  
www.opsecsecurity.com

About OpSec


